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9 Repetition

Key terms: for while

Reading: Daw-Ran Liou’s “You (Probably) Don’t Need For-Loops”9

Exercise: Solve Gauss’s problem of finding the sum of the integers
from 1 to 100.

As in other procedural languages, explicit loops are offered here in two
styles. while is the same as in other languages: it continues until a condition
becomes False. for is simpler than in the C family of languages because
it exclusively iterates over the contents of iterable collections such as the
ones returned by the range() function. Note that for is inherently safer
than while because it prevents infinite loops and off-by-one errors, as well
as freeing the programmer from counting the elements in a collection.

Explicit loops are not often needed, and avoiding them saves code and the
risk of bugs; more “Pythonic” solutions make use of the language idioms
to solve a problem with minimum risk. The functional model involves
implicit loops and more nested expressions. The principal advantages are
that execution flow is more implicit, and that the programmer does not
have to remember as much. Consider the task of combining the command
line arguments around copies of the word “and”: ' and '.join(sys.argv) is
more robust and succinct than a loop that assembles the string. Especially
important is use of the features that do iteration implicitly, including builtin
functions like max(), any(), sum(), and the slice notation ([::]).

Let us look at the problem of finding the shortest command line argument
through three examples. First, a painful C-style example. Some clues that
code uses this approach are counting up to a len(), and especially, the
+= 1; these are red flags in Python because they tend to lead to spaghetti
code.10 Lists are iterable, so counting out an index is not needed at all.
The loop and conditional, as often seen in Java, are not needed either. A
more Pythonic style makes use of the supplied means of finding minima is
to use min(). Notice that any other objective function can be used in the
place of len(), making this a very general solution.

# Three styles for finding the shortest argument:
import sys
# I. C-style procedral program; avoid.
index = 0
shortest = None
while index < len(sys.argv):
if not shortest or len(sys.argv[index]) < len(shortest):
shortest = sys.argv[index]
index += 1
# II. Java-style procedural program; avoid.
shortest = None
for argument in sys.argv:
if not shortest or len(argument) < len(shortest):
shortest = argument

# III. Pythonic, functional program.
shortest = min(sys.argv,key=len)

There are several reasons to prefer the last type of solution. Expect to see
Pythonic code that uses this style, because it tends to produce shorter code
that is more resistant to bugs.

Next, we will address exceptions.

9https://medium.com/python-pandemonium/never-write-for-loops-again-91a5a4c84baf
10https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spaghetti_code
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